
Comp 555 - BioAlgorithms - Spring 2022

● How well do our methods of 

mapping spectrums to sequences 

scale?

● How can we determine a peptide 

sequence in the presence of errors 

or impurities?

● Problem Set #5 is POSTED

Scaling Up Peptide Sequencing
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Some code from last time
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Reminder where we left off
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Our assumptions have been a little Naïve
In reality, Mass Spectrometers don't report the Theoretical Spectrum of a peptide

● Instead they report a measured or Experimental Spectrum
● This spectrum might miss some fragments
● It might also report false fragments
● From Contaminants
● New peptides formed by unintended reactions between fragments
● The result is that some of the masses that appear may be misleading, and some that we want might 

be missing
● We need to develop algorithms for reporting candidate protein sequences that are robust to noise
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Example experimental spectrum for Tyrocidine B1

 97,     99,    113,    114,    128,    147,    163,   
186,    200,    227,    241,    242,    244,    260,   
261,    283,    291,    333,    340,    357,    388,   
389,    405,    430,    447,    457,    485,    487,   
543,    544,    552,    575,    577,    584,    659,   
671,    672,    690,    691,    731,    738,    770,   
804,    818,    819,    835,    906,    917,    932,   
982,   1031,   1060,   1095,   1159,   1223,   1322

False Masses:     present in the experimental spectrum, but not in the theoretical spectrum

Missing Masses: present in the theoretical spectrum, but not in the experimental spectrum
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Example experimental spectrum for Tyrocidine B1

 97,     99,    113,            128,    147,    163,   
186,    200,    227,    241,    242,    244,    260,   
261,    283,    291,    333,    340,    357,           
        405,    430,    447,    457,            487,   
543,    544,    552,    575,    577,    584,    659,   
671,    672,    690,    691,    731,    738,    770,   
804,    818,    819,    835,    906,    917,    932,   
982,   1031,           1095,   1159,           1322

False Masses:     We don’t which these are

Missing Masses: And these values don’t even appear
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A Golf Tournament Analogy
● After the first couple of rounds of a major golf tournament a cut is made of all 

golfers who are so far back from the leader that it is deemed they are unlikely to 
ever finish in the money

● These cut golfers are removed from further consideration
● This choice is heuristic

○ It is possible that a player just below the cut could have two exceptional 
rounds, but that is considered unlikely

● What is the equivalent of a score in our peptide finding problem?
○ The number of matching masses in the candidate peptide's Theoretical 

Spectrum and the Experimental Spectrum
○ Normalized score, why?
○ len(intersection of candidate and experimental spectrums) / len(union of 

candidate and experimental spectrums)
○ Jaccard Index for sets

● In our peptide golf game a round will be considered a one peptide extension of a 
active set of player peptides

● We will do cuts on every round, keeping to top 5% of finishers or the top 5 
players, whichever is more

● Why 5%? It is arbitrary, but on each round we will extend the current set of 
players by one of 20 amino acids, thus increasing the number of peptides by a 
factor of 20, so reducing by 5% leaves the pool size relatively stable.
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An aside: Faking an Experimental Spectrum
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An Implementation
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The initial set of players are all residue pairs, 
each has a spectrum of 3 weights

Here’s the score. The ratio of the weight-set 
intersection size over the weight-set union size

Here’s where the cut is made. After the cut all remaining 
player are extended by all 20 possible residues

Player’s remain in contention 
during a round so long as their 
total weight doesn’t exceed 
the target. When no player 
remains in contention, we’re 
finished.

Our answer is a list, where the 
first element is the best score 
followed by all players that 
achieved it.
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Now for a tournament
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Not too slow! And it found our answer!
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Let’s try a Nosier Spectrum
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Find peptides via the leaderboard approach
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A New Idea
● Maybe we are still not using our spectrum to its fullest extent
● Is there some information about missing masses that we can extract?
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Information in the Mass Differences
● Recall the theoretical spectrum of "PLAY" is [71, 97, 113, 163, 184, 210, 234, 281, 347, 444]
● Suppose we remove masses 71 and 163, can we get them back?
● Let's generate a table of all pairwise differences between the observed peaks
● Notice that interesting numbers, (71, 97, 113, 137, 163, 234) are repeated in the table

● Why does this work?
● This table of differences is called a Spectral Convolution
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Spectral Convolution
● Spectral Convolution recovers some missing masses
● Given a noisy experimental spectrum

○ Compute its spectral convolution
○ Add frequent masses above some threshold to the spectrum
○ Infer the peptide sequence
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Spiking with Spectral Convolution
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Now we try again, with "Spiked" spectrum
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A more Realistic Example
For long sequences the underlying exponential growth becomes more evident
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A more Realistic Example
For long sequences the underlying exponential growth becomes more evident
                                     :
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Why things blow up
1. The search space got large fast
2. There must be a LOT of ties
3. Algorithm tends to keep all (N-k+1) subpeptides as k approaches the 

sequence size (k is related to our round)
4. The I/L and K/Q ambiguities lead to exponential number of ties, 

hence the “hack”
5. Reversed sequences are doubling our leaderboard size

There are bandaids to fix problems 3 and 4, but the problem remains
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Peptide Matching Problem

Goal: Find a peptide from a database that best matches the experimental spectrum.

Input:

● S: experimental spectrum
● database of peptides
● Δ: set of possible ion types
● m: parent mass

Output:

● A peptide of mass m from the database whose theoretical spectrum best matches the experimental 
spectrum S
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Mass Spec Database Searches
How do you get a database?

1. Compute theoretical spectrums for all peptides from length N to M
2. More commonly, store theoretical spectrums for known peptide sequences
● Database searches are very effective in identifying known or closely related proteins.
● Experimental spectrums are compared with spectra of database peptides to find the best fit (ex. SEQUEST, Yates et al., 1995)
● But reliable algorithms for identification of new proteins is a more difficult problem.

Essence of the Database Search

● We need a notion of spectral similarity that correlates well with the sequence similarity.
● If peptides are a few mutations/modifications apart, the spectral similarity between their spectra should be high.
● Simplest measure: Shared Peak Counts (SPC)

○ Very similar to the scoring function used in our De novo approach.
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SPC Diminishes Quickly
Comparing  ‘PRTEIN’ to ‘PRTEYN’ (1 difference) and ‘PWTEYN’ (2 differences)
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Spectral Convolution to the Rescue!
Difference matrix of spectrums. The elements with multiplicity > 2 are shown in colored boxes. The black 
outlined boxes enclose elements with multiplicity = 2. The SPC only accounts for the zero entries shown 
as red circles.
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Summary
How do protein structures actually get resolved?
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Database searches for protein Mass Specs is generally where most techniques begin. This works particularly well when it agrees with an 
already known or very similar protein. However, one can also look for tale-tale fingerprints of peaks from known sub-peptides. For 
example it is fairly easy to build a library of all 206 = 64 million peptides of length 6 and look for eaches 15 associated peaks. Once 
several hexapeptides are found you can assemble from there. There are also larger subpeptides 10 to 20 in length that appear 
frequently. 

Another common method is to, rather than break a protein into every possible subpeptide, use an enzyme to cleave it between particular 
residue pairs. For example, Trypsin will cleave peptide chains immediately after the amino acids lysine and arginine, except when either 
is followed by proline. This leads to several large fragments, whose mass can be accurately measured using a Mass Spec. This 
technique is called Peptide Mass Fingerprinting (PMF).
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New methods for assembling peptide sequences
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● Machine Learning has become a popular 
method for inferring peptide sequences 
from Mass Spec Experimental Spectra

● DeepNovo [Tran 2017] and 
PointNovo [Qiao 2021]

● Leverages large databases of Spectra from 
known protein sequences for training

● It learns parameters via a CNN 
(convolutional neural-network) for an 
LSTM (long short-term memory) model

● Enumerates an exhaustive set of 203 = 8000 
prefixes (similar to our initial 20x20 = 400 
initial golfers) and extends them to the most 
likely spectrum.
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Next Time
Hidden Markov Models
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